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Abstract
A framework for solving certain multi-dimensional parametric matroid optimization problems
in randomized linear time by prune-and-search is presented. The common feature of these prob-
lems, which include the multi-parameter minimum spanning tree problem on planar and dense
graphs, is that their .xed-parameter versions are solvable by tournament-like algorithms whose
structure is represented by a balanced decomposition tree.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In a parametric matroid 2 M , the weight of each element e is an a3ne function of
a d-dimensional parameter vector . Let B denote the set of all bases of M . Then,
z() = min
B∈B
∑
e∈B
w(e; ) (1)
is the value of the optimum base as a function of . This function is piecewise a3ne
and concave. Note also that the optimum base itself is a function of .
The parametric matroid optimization problem is to compute
z∗ = max

z(): (2)
Questions of this sort arise when solving the Lagrangian relaxations of (non-parametric)
matroid optimization problems with side constraints—called matroidal knapsack
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problems [7]. For example, Camerini et al. [7], describe the following problem. Sup-
pose each edge e of an undirected graph G=(V; E) has an installation cost c(e) and
d possible maintenance costs mi(e), one for each of d possible future scenarios, where
scenario i has probability pi. Edge e also has a reliability qi(e) under scenario i. Let
B denote the set of all spanning trees of G; these are the bases of the graphic matroid
of G. The problem of minimizing the total installation and maintenance costs while
maintaining an acceptable level of reliability Q under all scenarios can be expressed
as
min
T∈B
{∑
e∈T
(
c(e) +
d∑
i=1
pimi(e)
)
:
∏
e∈T
qi(e)¿ Q; i = 1; : : : ; d
}
: (3)
De.ne a parametric graphic matroid on G, where each edge e has weight function
w(e; )= a0(e) +
∑d
i=1 iai(e), where a0(e)= c(e) +
∑d
i=1 pimi(e) and ai(e)=− log
qi(e) + (logQ)=(|V | − 1). Then, a good lower bound on the solution to (3) can be
obtained by solving (2), which in this context is called the Lagrangian dual of (3). 3
Problem (2) is among the many that can be solved by Megiddo’s method of para-
metric search [31,32], originally developed for one-dimensional search, but readily
extendible to any .xed dimension [34,14,2]. The power of this technique has been
widely recognized (see, e.g., [3]). Part of its appeal is its formulation as an easy-to-use
“black box”. The key requirement is that the underlying 8xed-parameter problem—
i.e., the problem of evaluating z() for .xed —has an algorithm where all numbers
manipulated are a3ne functions of . If this algorithm runs in time O(T ), then the
parametric problem can be solved in time O(T 2d). If there is W -processor, D-step
parallel algorithm for the .xed parameter problem, the run time can be improved to
O(T (D logW )d). In some cases, this can be further improved to O(T (D+ logW )d). 4
For the parametric minimum spanning tree problem, one can obtain D=O(log n) and
W =O(m), where n and m are the number of vertices and edges, respectively. The
(.xed-parameter) minimum spanning tree problem can be solved in randomized O(m)
expected time [27] and O(m(m; n) log (m; n)) deterministic time [9]. Thus, the multi-
parameter minimum spanning tree problem can be solved in O(m logd n) expected time
and O(m(m; n) log (m; n) logd n) deterministic time. In any event, by its nature, para-
metric search introduces a logO(d) n slowdown with respect to the run time of the
.xed-parameter problem. Thus, the algorithms it produces are unlikely to be optimal
(for an exception to this, see [15]).
Frederickson [25] was among the .rst to study the conditions upon which parametric
search does not introduce a slowdown, showing how certain location problems on trees
can be solved optimally. Later, a class of one-dimensional parametric search problems
on graphs of bounded tree-width [22] and the one-dimensional parametric minimum
spanning tree problem on planar graphs and on dense graphs [21,23] were shown to
3 Note that, strictly speaking, we need ¿0; however, this can easily be handled by the scheme we will
describe.
4 Note that the O-notation in all these time bounds hides “constants” that depend on d. The algorithms
to be presented here exhibit similar constants. Unless we explicitly state that the number of parameters is
.xed, these constants will be indicated, although their precise value is not analyzed here.
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be optimally solvable. A key technique in these algorithms is prune-and-search: the
organization of the search into phases, each of which discards a non-trivial fraction
of the input, thereby achieving geometric problem size reduction. This approach is
also used in .xed-dimensional linear programming [33,16,13], and can be viewed as a
generalization of ideas originally developed for linear-time median selection [6].
Here we show that certain multi-parameter matroid optimization problems, including
the parametric minimum-spanning tree problem on planar and on dense graphs (i.e.,
those with m=N(n2)), can be solved in randomized linear time, matching the time
bound for the respective .xed-parameter problems. The common feature of these prob-
lems is that the underlying matroids are decomposable in the sense that the greedy
algorithm’s computation of an optimum base can be organized in a tournament-like
fashion, represented by a balanced decomposition tree. Thanks to this we can accelerate
Megiddo’s method by combining it with prune-and-search at two levels: geometrically
through cuttings [11] and matroidally through sparsi8cation [18,19]. The former allows
us to shrink the search region for the optimal solution, while the latter allows us to
simultaneously prune a non-trivial fraction of matroid elements. Although sparsi.cation
has been applied to one-dimensional parametric minimum spanning trees before [1,23],
its integration with cuttings seems new. Furthermore, the use of matroids as a unifying
framework may be of some interest in its own right.
1.1. Organization of the paper
The next two sections contain the main contributions of this paper. In Section 2,
we review essential matroid concepts, de.ne and provide examples of decomposable
matroids and sparse substitutes, and show how the notions extend parametrically. In
Section 3, we describe a randomized approach for parametric matroid optimization on
decomposable matroids. Finally, in Section 4, we present some conclusions and open
problems.
An earlier version of this paper appeared as [20].
2. Matroids and decomposability
Various equivalent de.nitions of matroids exist [35]; we use the following. Let M
be a pair (E;I), where E is a set of m elements and I is a non-empty family of
subsets of E called independent sets. M is a matroid if it satis.es the following:
(M1) (Hereditary property) If B∈I and A⊆B, then A∈I.
(M2) (Exchange property) If A; B∈I and |A|¡|B|, then there exists an e∈B − A
such that A∪{e}∈I.
The maximal independent sets of M are called bases; the set of all bases is denoted
B. The minimally dependent subsets of E are called circuits. The pair M∗=(E;I∗)
where I∗= {A: E−A contains some B∈B} is a matroid on E, called the dual of M .
The bases of M∗, called the co-bases of M , are the complements of the bases of M .
The circuits of M∗ are the co-circuits of M .
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Let M be a matroid on the set of elements E and let X ⊆E. The restriction of
M to X , denoted M ↑X , is the matroid whose independent sets are the subsets of X
that are independent in M . The deletion of X from M , denoted M −X , is the matroid
M ↑ (E−X ). The contraction of M by X , denoted M=X , is the matroid on the set E−X
where A⊆E − X is an independent set of M=X if and only if A∪B is independent
in M for some base B of M ↑X . A matroid obtained from M by contractions and
deletions is called a minor of M .
A weighted matroid is a pair (M;w), where M =(E;I) is a matroid and w is a
function that assigns a weight w(e) to every e∈E. The weight function is extended
to subsets X of E by summation: w(X )=
∑
e∈X w(e). The (non-parametric) matroid
optimization problem is to compute
min
B∈B
w(B):
We assume all element weights are distinct. This is enforced by resolving ties among
equal-weight elements according to some consistent but arbitrary ordering of the
elements. With this assumption, the optimum base of M is unique.
We rely on two fundamental matroid properties [29].
(P1) (Deletion property) Let e be a maximum-weight element of some circuit of M .
Then, the optimum base of M is also the optimum base of M − {e}.
(P2) (Contraction property) Let e be a minimum-weight element of some co-circuit
of M and let B′ be the optimum base of M={e}. Then the optimum base of M
is B′ ∪{e}.
Let X ⊆E and let BX denote the optimum base of M ↑X . By (P1), the set X−BX can
be deleted from M without altering the optimum base. A subset C ⊆E is contractible if
every element satis.es the conditions of (P2). By (P2), any set of contractible elements
is contained in the optimum base of M .
A substitute for X is a pair (FX ; cX ) where FX ⊆BX , BX −FX is a contractible set in
M (the original matroid), and cX =w(BX −FX ). (FX ; cX ) is sparse if |FX |=O(|X |1=2).
2.1. Decomposable matroids
We need some preliminary set-theoretic de.nitions. Let E be a set and let X; Y be
two subsets of E. Then X; Y are intersecting if none of X ∩Y , X − Y , and Y − X is
empty. A family F of subsets of E is laminar if it contains no two intersecting sets.
F is a laminar decomposition of E if E ∈F. If X; Y are sets in F such that X is a
maximal proper subset of Y , then X is a child of Y (in F) and Y is the parent of
X (in F). We write p(X ) to denote the parent of X in F. F has bounded degree if
there is a constant c such that every X ∈F has at most c children.
The tree representation of F is the tree TF whose nodes are the elements of F
and where the children of a node X are the children of X in F. The depth of X ∈F
is the depth of X in TF. The depth of F is the maximum depth of a node in TF.
A bounded-degree laminar decomposition F of E is -balanced if it can be parti-
tioned into non-empty sets L0;L1; : : : ;LD, with D=N(log |E|) such that (i) if X ∈Li,
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then all its children are in Li−1, (ii) |X |6i for all X ∈Li, and (iii) |Li|=N(|E|=i).
The Li’s are called levels; Li is called level i.
Let M =(E;I) be a matroid. A laminar decomposition of M is a laminar decom-
position of E such that for every X ∈F the set of all children of X is a partition of
X . M is decomposable if it has an -balanced laminar decomposition F where every
X ∈F has a sparse substitute (FX ; cX ) satisfying the following condition:
(*) If |X |61, then cX =0 and FX =X if X is independent and FX = ∅ otherwise;
obtaining the sparse substitute in this case takes O(1) time. If |X |¿1 and sparse
substitutes for all children of X are known, then (FX ; cX ) is uniquely determined
by the relative ordering by weight of the elements of
⋃
Y :p(Y )=X FY and can be
computed in (deterministic or randomized) time O(|X |1=2).
Lemma 1. Let M be a decomposable matroid with laminar decomposition F. Then,
if the sparse substitute for X is known for every X ∈Li, the weight of the optimum
base of M can be found in time O(m=i=2). The time bound is in expectation if
sparse substitutes are computed by a randomized algorithm; otherwise, the bound is
deterministic.
Proof. By assumption (*), given the sparse substitutes for the nodes in some level, the
substitutes for the next level can be computed e3ciently. This leads to the algorithm
below.
for j ← i to D do
for each X ∈Lj do
compute (FX ; cX )
return w(FE) + cE
Regarding the last line of this algorithm, note that LD= {E}. By de.nition of sparse
substitute, if B∗ denotes the optimum base of M , then FE ⊆B∗ and cE =w(B∗ − FE).
Thus, w(B∗)=w(FE) + cE .
By (*), iteration j takes time O((m=j)j=2)=O(m=j=2). The total time is therefore
O(
∑k
j=i m=
j=2)=O(m=i=2).
Intuitively, the collection of sparse substitutes for the sets X ∈Li is a record of
the elements of M that remain after the deletions and contractions implicit in the
substitutes. The resulting minor of M , called the ith sparsi8cation of M , is
Mi = (M ↑ Di)=Ki; (4)
where
Di =
⋃
X∈Li
BX and Ki =
⋃
X∈Li
(BX − FX ):
For the purposes of our parametric search algorithm, the Mi’s have two key properties.
The .rst of these follows from (P1) and (P2): if Bi is the optimum base of Mi, then
the optimum base of M is Bi ∪
⋃
X∈Li (BX −FX ), and its weight is w(Bi) +
∑
X∈L cX .
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The second property is that the size of Mi decreases geometrically with i: indeed, Mi
has O(
∑
X∈Li |X |1=2)=O(m=i=2) elements.
2.2. Examples
We now give examples of decomposable matroids. In each case we describe how
balanced laminar decompositions and sparse substitutes are constructed. In all instances,
it is straightforward to argue that the sparse substitute of a set is uniquely determined
by the relative ordering by weight of the elements of the sparse substitutes of its
children.
2.2.1. Uniform matroids
In a uniform matroid M =(E;I), any set of at most k elements is independent.
Thus, the set B of bases consists of all k-element subsets of E. We assume that k is
.xed.
The balanced laminar decomposition is straightforward: If |E|=1, F= {E}. Other-
wise, split E into two equal-sized (to within one) sets, recurse on each set to obtain
families F1 and F2, and return F= {E}∪F1 ∪F2.
The sparse substitute for X ∈F is (FX ; cX ), where cX =0 and FX consists of the
min{k; |X |} smallest elements in X . Given sparse substitutes for X ’s two children
Y1; Y2, we can compute a substitute for X in O(k) time: simply .nd the k smallest
elements of FY1 ∪FY2 . The substitute is sparse if k =O(1).
2.2.2. Partition matroids
In a partition matroid, the set E is partitioned into disjoint subsets E1; : : : ; Er . The
set of bases consists of all B⊆E such that |B∩Ei|=1 for i=1; 2; : : : ; r. This problem
breaks down into r independent uniform matroid problems, each of which is decom-
posable.
2.2.3. Minimum spanning trees in planar graphs
As mentioned earlier, the minimum spanning tree problem is an optimization problem
on a graphic matroid. The bases are the spanning trees of the input graph.
A balanced laminar decomposition F for a planar graph G=(V; E) corresponds to
a recursive separator-based decomposition of G. We now sketch the main ideas; details
can be found in [21]. Each Y ∈F is a subset of E. The children of Y give a partition
of Y such that each child X satis.es |X |6|Y |= for some ¿1, and such that the
subgraph of G induced by X shares only O(|X |1=2) boundary vertices with the rest of
G. A separator-based decomposition for an n-vertex planar graph G can be constructed
in O(n) time [28].
Let X ∈F have a set of boundary vertices R and suppose the sparse substitute
(FY ; cY ) is known for every child Y of X . Thus, for each child Y , all edges not in
BY , the optimum base of Y , have been deleted from X and all edges in BY − FY have
been contracted. The uncontracted and undeleted part of X is a planar graph GX with
O(|R|)=O(|X |1=2) edges. The sparse substitute of X is obtained from GX as follows:
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First, compute GX ’s minimum spanning forest FX . This takes O(|X |1=2) time [12]. Let
cX =0. Now, repeat the following step while it applies:
Let e∈FX be an edge that either has a degree-one endpoint that is not a boundary
vertex, or shares a degree-two non-boundary vertex with another edge f such that
w(e)¡w(f). Contract e from FX and add w(e) to cX .
Note that each contracted edge is contractible in the graphic matroid of the orig-
inal graph G. The substitute for X is (FX ; cX ). Observe that after the contractions
|FX |=O(|R|)=O(|X |1=2).
2.2.4. Minimum spanning trees in dense graphs
As before, let G=(V; E) be a graph. To obtain a balanced laminar decomposition
F of E, we .rst de.ne a laminar decomposition FV for V as follows. If |V |=1, then
FV = {V}. Otherwise, split V into two equal-size of (to within one) sets V1 and V2
and recurse on each Vi to obtain a decomposition Fi. Then, FV = {V}∪F1 ∪F2. The
tree representation of FV is a complete binary tree of height lg n where sets at depth
i have n=2i vertices.
De.ne the laminar decomposition F of E as follows. For any two vertex sets A
and B at the same depth in FV , let XAB=E ∩ (A×B) be in F if it is non-empty. The
parent of XAB in F is XCD, where C and D are, respectively, the parents of A and B
in FV . XAB has three children if A=B and four otherwise.
Next, we argue that F is balanced. For any set X =XAB ∈F, let GX denote the
subgraph of G with vertex set VX =A∪B and edge set X . Then for any j between 0 and
the depth of F, (i) there are at most 22j depth-j sets and (ii) if X is at depth j in F,
GX has at most |V |=2j vertices and |V |2=22j edges. If G is dense, then |X |=N(|VX |2)
for all X ∈F. It follows that F can be partitioned into levels such that level i has
O(m=4i) sets, each of which has O(4i) edges.
The sparse substitute for X ∈F is (FX ; cX ), where FX is the minimum spanning
forest of X and cX =0. Suppose the sparse substitute (FY ; cY ) is known for every child
Y of X . Thus, for each child Y , all edges not in BY have been deleted from X . What
remains of X is a graph with O(|VX |) edges, whose minimum spanning tree (that is,
FX ) can be computed in randomized O(|VX |) time. Then, |FX |¡|VX |=O(|X |1=2).
2.2.5. Bicircular matroids
The bicircular matroid on the graph G=(V; E) has as its independent sets all A⊆E
such that each connected component of A has at most one cycle [30]. The bases of this
matroid are called spanning pseudoforests; they have exactly |V | edges. A minimum
spanning pseudoforest in a graph can be found in O(|E|) time [26].
The bicircular matroid optimization problem is decomposable for planar and dense
graphs. The laminar decompositions used in each case are the same as for graphic
matroids. Sparse substitutes are also obtained by the same methods, except that wher-
ever a minimum spanning tree is required, a minimum spanning pseudoforest is used
instead. For dense graphs, it is straightforward to see that the resulting substitutes are
indeed sparse. For planar graphs, the proof requires slightly more care (see [24] for a
similar argument).
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Bicircular matroids have been generalized by Matthews [30]. While these generaliza-
tions seem amenable to the approach described above, it is not clear whether optimum
bases can be computed e3ciently for these matroid classes.
2.3. Parametric matroids
First, some geometric preliminaries. The intersection hyperplane of two a3ne func-
tions g1; g2 : Rd →R is the set {∈Rd: g1()= g2()}. Let H be a collection of
hyperplanes in Rd and let ⊆Rd. The arrangement of H is the decomposition of
Rd into faces of dimension 0 through d induced by H [17]. A(H) denotes the ar-
rangement of H restricted to  and )(H) the number of regions (that is, d-faces)
of A(H).
A parametric matroid M =(E;I) is one where the weight of each element e is an
a3ne function w(e; ) of a parameter . The intersection hyperplane of two elements
e and f of M is the intersection hyperplane of w(e; ) and w(f; ).
Suppose M is decomposable with balanced laminar decomposition F and let X ∈F.
De.ne the set of intersection hyperplanes HX recursively as follows. If X has no chil-
dren (and, hence, |X |=1), HX = ∅. Otherwise, HX consists of
⋃
Y :p(Y )=X HY , together
with all intersection hyperplanes of the set {w(e; ): e∈FY ; p(Y )=X }. Since HX is
a subset of all intersection hyperplanes of X , |HX |=O(|X |2). For brevity, we write
A(X ) to denote A(HX ) and )(X ) to denote )(HX ). By assumption (*), the
sparse substitute for X is unique throughout each face R of A(X ), because the
ordering by weight of the elements of
⋃
Y :p(Y )=X FY is constant within R.
A parametric sparse substitute for X within  consists of HX ∩, together with
functions FX : → 2E , cX :  →R such that, for any ∈, (FX (); cX ()) is the
(unique) sparse substitute (FX (); cX ()) for X when the weight of each e∈X is .xed
at w(e; ). For each , the parametric sparse substitutes of the X ∈Li collectively
de.ne, through Eq. (4), the ith sparsi.cation of M at , denoted Mi().
Lemma 2. Let X ∈F,  be a d-simplex, r= |HX ∩ |, and t be the time to compute
the sparse substitute of X for any 8xed . Then, given HX ∩, one can in O(rdt)
time construct a O(rd|X |1=2)-size data structure such that, for any query point ∈+,
FX () and cX () can be retrieved in O(log |X |) time.
Proof. The complexity of A(X ) and the time needed to build it are O(rd) [17].
One can build a data structure with space requirement and preprocessing time O(rd)
that answers point location queries within the arrangement in O(log r) time [8]. Since
r=O(|X |2), the query time is in fact O(log |E|). The data structure is augmented to
return the sparse substitute at  by maintaining the sparse substitutes for all faces of
the arrangement. This increases the space requirement by a factor of O(|X |1=2). The
sparse substitute for a face R is found by picking any point  in the interior of R and
computing the non-parametric sparse substitute at . The total time to .nd all sparse
substitutes is O(rdt).
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3. Searching for a maximizer
We begin with some de.nitions and an observation. Let h be a hyperplane in Rd,
let + be a convex subset of Rd, and let sign+ be de.ned as
sign+(h) =


−1 if h()¡0 for all  ∈ +;
0 if h() = 0 for some  ∈ +;
+1 if h()¿0 for all  ∈ +:
An oracle for + is a procedure that computes sign+(h) for any hyperplane h. From
this point forward, + shall denote the set of maximizers of z. Thus, an oracle for +
can be used to narrow the search region for a maximizer of z to one side or another
of a given hyperplane.
For a hyperplane h, let z∗h = max∈h z() and let h+ and h− denote copies of h
shifted by an in.nitesimally small amount - to the positive and negative sides of h.
By concavity of z,
sign+(h) =


−1 if z∗h−¿z∗h ;
+1 if z∗h+¿z
∗
h ;
0 otherwise:
(5)
Thus, determining sign+(h) and, hence, implementing an oracle reduces to solving
three (d − 1)-dimensional maximization problems of the same form as .nding
max z().
We are now ready to give an overview of our algorithm to solve the parametric
matroid optimization problem (2) on a matroid M =(E;I). The scheme is related
to the following naive approach: First, generate the set H of all N(|E|2) intersec-
tion hyperplanes of E. Second, repeatedly invoke an oracle until we locate a face of
the arrangement of H that contains a maximizer. As observed above, the oracle is
implemented by recursively solving a lower-dimensional problem. The procedure just
sketched is ine3cient, although it is polynomial when the dimension is .xed, assuming
optimum bases can be computed in polynomial time. While improvements can be made
[34,14,2], we pursue a diRerent direction.
Suppose M is decomposable with balanced decomposition F. We can exploit F
to generate intersection hyperplanes more e3ciently as follows. Traverse F level by
level, from the bottom up, while maintaining a d-simplex  containing a maximizer
of z. After Li is processed, we have parametric sparse substitutes for every Y ∈Li.
To process a node X ∈Li+1, we .rst collect all sets HY ∩ for the children Y ;
their union gives an initial approximation to HX ∩. To each such set, we add the
intersection hyperplanes between elements in distinct children of X . We prevent the
number of intersection hyperplanes from exploding by shrinking  using an oracle.
More precisely, at iteration i, i=0; 1; : : : ; D, the search algorithm processes Li and
shrinks  so as to establish the following condition.
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INV(i). ⊇+ and ∑X∈Li )(X )62|Li|. Furthermore, parametric sparse substitutes
within  are known for all X ∈Li.
Note that INV(i) implies that, on the average A(X ) has O(1) regions, for X ∈Li.
The search algorithm uses the fact that INV(i−1) holds at the beginning of iteration
i to accelerate the oracle for this iteration by a constant factor relative to the oracle for
the preceding one. The key is that for every ∈ we can prune from M all elements
not in Mi−1().
The .nal iteration establishes INV(D). Since LD= {E}, this implies that )(E)62.
Thus, there are at most two distinct bases of M that are optimum at some point in the
interior of . Shrinking  so that )(E)= 1 leaves us with a simplex  containing +
such that the optimum base for M is the same for any two points in . By Lemma 1,
we can, in o(m) time, obtain the weight function w∗() of the optimum base of M in
the interior of . By convexity, some maximizer of z must be a vertex of . Thus,
z∗ is the value of the optimum solution to the linear program
max
∈
w∗(): (6)
Solving (6) takes O(ad) time, for some constant ad, since there are d variables and
d+ 1 constraints [33,16,13].
In the following subsections, we describe how to shrink the search region, how to
process a level of F e3ciently, and, .nally, how to integrate these steps to achieve a
randomized linear time procedure for .nding z∗.
3.1. Shrinking the search region
The following lemma gives a method to shrink the search region , assuming an
oracle for + is available.
Lemma 3. Let H be a set of n hyperplanes,  a d-simplex containing +, and n′ a
positive integer less than n. Then, using O(d3 log d lg(n=n′)) calls to an oracle for +,
it is possible to 8nd either a hyperplane that intersects + or a simplex ′ intersecting
at most n′ elements of H and such that +⊆′⊆.
Proof. Agarwal et al. [3] have shown the following:
Given a collection H of n hyperplanes in Rd and an oracle for +, it is possible
to .nd either a hyperplane that intersects + or a simplex  that fully contains +
and intersects at most n=2 hyperplanes in H by making O(d3 log d) oracle calls.
The time spent in addition to the oracle calls is n ·O(d)10d log2d d.
By invoking this result at most lg(n=n′) times, we get either a hyperplane that inter-
sects + or a new simplex ′ that intersects at most n=2lg(n=n′) = n′ of the hyperplanes
in H . This requires a total of O(d3 log d lg(n=n′)) oracle calls.
The next lemma is used repeatedly during the search for the optimum solution.
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Lemma 4. For every X ∈Li, let JX denote some subset of HX ∩. Let  be a
d-simplex such that
∑
X∈Li |JX |6m=ci for some c¡2d+1. Then, using O(id4 log d)
calls to an oracle for +, it is possible to 8nd either a hyperplane that intersects +
or a simplex ′ such that +⊆′⊆ and ∑X∈Li )′(JX )=O(|Li|).
Proof. First we argue that if∑
X∈Li
|JX ∩|6 m=i(2d+1); (7)
then ∑
X∈Li
)(JX ) = O(|Li|): (8)
If (7) holds, there are at most m=i(2d+1) sets X ∈Li such that JX ∩ = ∅. For each
such X , there are at most |X |262i distinct intersection hyperplanes and thus )(X )=
O(2id). Hence,∑
X∈Li :JX∩=∅
)(X ) = O
(
2id
( m
i(2d+1)
))
= O
(m
i
)
:
For each set X with JX ∩= ∅, A(JX ) has just one region,  itself. Since there
are O(m=i)=O(|Li|) such X , (8) follows.
To complete the proof, we use Lemma 3 with n=m=ci and n′=m=i(2d+1).
3.2. Processing a level
Iteration i of the search consists of two steps: (i) generating the set HX ∩ for each
X ∈Li and (ii) generating a sparse substitute for each face F of A(X ) for every
X ∈Li.
The next lemma explains how to satisfy INV(0) initially.
Lemma 5. For every 8xed d¿0, INV(0) can be established in O(m) time without
making any oracle calls.
Proof. Let  be a d-simplex with vertices at in.nity. Each X ∈L0 is a single-
ton set and, therefore, HX ∩= ∅. By assumption (*), for all ∈, cX ()= 0 and
FX ()=X if X is independent and FX ()= ∅ otherwise. Since )(X )= 1 for all
X ∈L0,
∑
X∈L0 )(X )62|L0|. Note that no oracle calls are needed. Thus, the total
time is O(m).
To explain how to establish INV(i) for i¿0, we need some preliminaries.
Let H be a set of hyperplanes in Rd. The canonical triangulation of a k-face R of
the arrangement A(H) is de.ned inductively as follows: For k =0; 1, the canonical
triangulation consists of the simplex R itself. Assume that we have canonical triangula-
tions of all faces of dimension at most k−1. Let v be lowest vertex in R. The canonical
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triangulation of R is obtained by extending all (k − 1)-simplices on the boundary of R
that are not adjacent to v to cones with apex v. The canonical triangulation of A(H)
is the canonical triangulation of all its faces. The following result is known [11].
Lemma 6. Let H be a set of hyperplanes and let G be a random sample from H .
Then, with high probability, any face in the canonical triangulation of A(G) inter-
sects at most |H |=|G| hyperplanes of H .
The following procedures will be useful.
RandomIntersections(G; s) takes a set G of a3ne functions and returns a set of s hy-
perplanes chosen uniformly at random from among the set of intersection hyperplanes
of G.
AllIntersections(G;S) takes a collection G of a3ne functions f : Rd →R and a d-
simplex S and returns the set I of all intersection hyperplanes h of G such that
h∩S = ∅.
The .rst procedure can be implemented to run in O(s) time by choosing s pairs of
elements of G uniformly at random. AllIntersections can be implemented in O(d2(|G|
log |G| + |I|)) time using the following observation. 5 Two a3ne functions f and g
intersect within S if an only if there is some pair of simplex vertices at which the
signs of f−g diRer. Thus, we can solve the original d-dimensional problem by solving
(d+12 ) one-dimensional problems of the following form: Find all intersections within
a given interval for a set of one-dimensional functions that result from restricting the
functions in G to the line determined by some pair of vertices of S. Each such problem
can be solved in O(|G| log |G|+ |I|) time [10,5].
We can now state the main result of this section.
Lemma 7. Suppose INV(i − 1), i¿0, holds. Then INV(i) can be established using
O(id4 log d) oracle calls and O(im=i=2) additional work.
Proof. The main task is to generate sets of hyperplanes JX =HX ∩ for every X ∈Li,
while shrinking  so that ∑X∈Li )(JX )62Li. The initialization is as follows:
for each X ∈Li do JX ←
⋃
Y :p(Y ) = X
HY .
After this step, JX may not equal HX ∩, because it does not include the inter-
sections between the weight functions of elements in the sparse substitutes of diRer-
ent children of X . Instead of exhaustively enumerating these intersections, which is
ine3cient, we .rst use random sampling as follows.
for each X ∈Li do
let H = JX
for each face R of A(H) do
5 The author is indebted to David Eppstein for suggesting this approach.
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choose any point  in the interior of R
let G= {w(e; ) : e∈⋃Y :p(Y ) = X FY ()}
JX ← JX ∪RandomIntersections(G; i=2)
By Lemma 2, retrieving each set
⋃
Y :p(Y ) = X FY () takes O(log |X |)=O(i) time, for a
total bound of O(im=i). Totaling the time spent in calls to RandomIntersections over
all O(m=i) sets X ∈Li and regions R, with s=O(i=2), gives a bound of O(m=i=2).
After the above steps,
∑
X∈Li |JX |=O(m=i) and, by Lemma 6, with high probability,
each region of the canonical triangulation of A(JX ) intersects O(i=i=2)=O(i=2)
intersection hyperplanes.
We now invoke Lemma 4 to shrink  so that ∑X∈Li )(JX )62|Li|. This requires
O(id4 log d) oracle calls.
At this point, we can safely generate all intersection hyperplanes in HX ∩ for
X ∈Li:
for each X ∈Li do
let H = JX
for each simplex S of the canonical triangulation of A(H) do
choose any point  in the interior of S
let G= {w(e; ) : e∈⋃Y :p(Y )=X FY ()}
JX ← JX ∪AllIntersections(G;S)
After this operation, JX =HX ∩. Constructing the canonical triangulations of the
arrangements A(H) takes O(m=i) time. Each call to AllIntersections takes expected
time O(ii=2), since the expected number of intersections per simplex is O(i=2). This
dominates the time needed to retrieve the various sets
⋃
FY (), which, by Lemma 2,
is O(i) per region. Totaling the work over all nodes and all regions, we get a bound
of O(im=i=2). After the above steps,
∑
X∈Li |HX |=O(m=i).
We again invoke Lemma 4 to shrink  so that ∑Y∈Li )(X )62|Li|. The expected
number of oracle calls is O(id4 log d).
Finally, use Lemma 2 to compute the parametric sparse substitute for each X ∈Li.
To generate (FX (); cX ()) for each face of A(X ), retrieve, in O(i) time, (FY ();
cY ()) for each child Y of X . By assumption (*), we can use this information to
produce (FX (); cX ()) in time O(|X |1=2). The total time over all X ∈Li is O(im=i +
i=2(m=i))=O(im=i + m=i=2).
3.3. Analysis
We now analyze the total time needed to .nd z∗. We begin with an auxiliary
result.
Lemma 8. There exist constants fd and 1d such that, with high probability, if INV
(j−1) holds, j¿0, then levels j through D of F can be processed in time O(fdm=1jd).
Proof. By induction on d. The basis, d=0, is provided by Lemma 1, which gives
f0 = 1 and 10 = 1=2.
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The induction hypothesis is:
(IH) For dimension d − 1, d¿0, if INV(i − 1) holds, then z∗ can be found in time
O(fd−1m=1id−1), with high probability, for constants fd−1¿0 and 1d−1¿1.
To complete the induction, we argue that if INV(i− 1) holds, there is an oracle for
level i that runs in time t(d; i)=O(fd−1m=1id−1) time with high probability. To see that
this implies the lemma, observe that by Lemma 7, with high probability Lj through
LD of F can be processed in time
O
(
k∑
i=j
(
i
m
i=2
+ d4 log d
k∑
i=j
it(d; i)
))
: (9)
Substituting the bound for t(d; i) in (9) yields a total time of
O
(
m
k∑
i=j
i
i=2
+ (d4 log d)fd−1m
k∑
i=j
i
1id−1
)
= O
(
fdm
1jd
)
for some fd and 1d, such that fd¿fd−1 and 1¡1d¡1d−1.
We now turn to the implementation of the oracle. Let h be the query hyperplane.
The oracle .rst determines if h intersects . This takes O(d) time, as we only need
to examine the vertices of . If h∩= ∅, then sign+(h)= signp(h) for any vertex p
of . Otherwise, we compute z∗h , z∗h− and z∗h+ and determine sign+(h) according to
Eq. (5). We only explain how to compute z∗h ; z
∗
h and z
∗
h− are obtained similarly.
First, for every X ∈Li−1, .nd the intersection of h with A(X ). This de.nes an
arrangement in the (d − 1)-dimensional simplex ∩ h, for each face of which the
sparse substitute is unique and known. Since, by assumption, INV(i− 1) holds for the
original problem, INV(i− 1) also holds for the (d− 1)-dimensional problem on ∩ h.
Thus, by (IH), we can compute z∗h in time O(fd−1m=1
i
d−1).
We thus have our main result.
Theorem 9. The parametric matroid optimization problem on decomposable matroids
can be solved in randomized linear time, if an -balanced laminar decomposition is
given and the number of parameters is 8xed.
Proof. By Lemma 5, INV(0) can be established in O(m) time. Given INV(0), Lemma 8
implies that L0 through LD can be processed in O(m) time with high probability, if d
is .xed. As argued at the beginning of this section, after the .nal iteration, we have a
sparse substitute such that )(E)= 2, where ⊇+. One oracle call su3ces to shrink
 so that )(E)= 1, where again ⊇+. By Lemma 8, the expected cost of the
oracle call is O(fd−1m=1kd−1), which is o(m) if d is .xed. At this point, the problem
reduces to a linear program of the form (6), which, as explained earlier, is solvable in
O(m) time, if d is .xed.
Therefore, the parametric versions of all problems listed in Section 2.2 can be solved
in randomized linear time. In particular, we obtain linear expected time algorithms for
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the parametric minimum spanning tree problem on planar and dense graphs. Note that
the parametric version of the uniform matroid optimization problem is closely related
to linear programming. Indeed, the approach we have presented can be used for .xed-
dimensional linear programming as well. However, simpler procedures exist for this
problem.
4. Discussion
While our algorithm shows the power of prune-and-search beyond the con.nes of
purely geometric optimization, its complexity limits its applicability. Clearly one should
look for a simpler method. We suspect that the framework of decomposability can be
relaxed, which in addition to simplifying the search, may also allow other parametric
problems to be solved e3ciently.
Randomization is crucial for computing cuttings during the shrinking of the search
interval. Using deterministic cuttings [8] instead results in an algorithm with superlinear
running time. Whether or not there is a way around this is open. Finally, it does not
seem that the ideas presented here apply to parametric minimum spanning tree problem
on general graphs. Whether this problem can be solved as e3ciently as its underlying
non-parametric version is a challenging question.
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